
**Postdoctoral Fellow and Consultant Openings 

 

*, Tufts University*(REACH) 

 

sThe REACH Lab (Research on Ethics, Aging, and Community Health) at Tuft 

rfunded two yea-time, fully-University invites applications for a full 

l*Postdoctora 

eFellowship* that is potentially renewable for a third year. We also invit 

ypplications for a *consultant *position. This position will provide earla 

ecareer researchers with valuable experience and mentorship conducting larg 

escale experiments in collaboration with leading health systems to reduc 

y. *This position includes the opportunitmaking-bias in physician decision 

lto design and carry out interventions to reduce bias in clinica 

sstake-making with teams of clinicians engaging in high-decision 

sdecisions, in partnership with leading national medical associations. *Topic 

ee organ transplantation, aging, kidney disease, and AI and machininclud 

flearning. Fellows will also have the opportunities to engage in a range o 

ediverse training and professional development opportunities availabl 

,chool of Medicine, Wellforcethrough Tufts University, Tufts University S 

.and partnerships with leading health care institutions nationally 

 

hmaking, healt-The fellow should have a strong interest in medical decision 

,disparities, health policy, or ethics. We value innovation, diversity 

o, scientific rigor, integrity collegiality, commitment tcreativity 

ncommunities, and humor. Qualified applicants should have earned a PhD i 

dpsychology, public health, economics, organizational behavior, or relate 

aysis experience, and field and have some relevant research and data anal 

.world problems-passion for applying behavioral science to real 

 

dProf. Keren Ladin examines equitable allocation of health resources, share 

emaking, and disparities, especially for people facing acut-decision 

dmedical decisions. She is Chair of the Ethics Committees for the Unite 

nNetwork on Organ Sharing and the Organ Procurement and Transplantatio 

le NIH, and the GreenwalNetwork. Her research is funded by PCORI, th 

.Foundation 

 

 

nInterested applicants should send a CV and cover letter by email to: Kere 

keren.ladin@tufts.edu Ladin, 

 

-- 

.Keren Ladin, Ph.D., M.Sc 

rAssociate Professo 

htments of Occupational Therapy and Community HealtDepar 

yTufts Universit 

6574 Boston Ave, Suite 21 

5Medford, MA 0215 

 

)Director, Lab for Research on Ethics, Aging, and Community Health (REACH 

G574 Boston Avenue, Suite 118 

5Medford, MA 0215 

mailto:keren.ladin@tufts.edu

